
Microsoft offers exclusive funding opportunities and incentives to

their security partners who hold Advanced Specializations and

certifications. These offers promote the deployment of their security

solutions by expert security providers to their shared customers. 

Difenda is able to offer these programs on behalf of our customers

because of our longstanding partnership, our certifications, and our

commitment to training our team in areas customers need support.

WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
You could be missing out on funding provided to some customers by

our good friends at Microsoft! 

These funding and incentives are Microsoft’s way of ensuring their

customers can be successful and are gaining value from their

products such as ease of deployment and increased ROI. 

As a result, (if you have the right partner) businesses using Microsoft

Security solutions can apply for a range of funding to help crystallize

strategy and define a roadmap for a range of topics. These include:
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MICROSOFT FUNDING 

Consolidation,
Virtualization &
Modernization

Programs

Moving Non and Full
Production Services
to the Azure Cloud 

Performance,
Architecture and

Health Check Reviews

Guide to Microsoft & Difenda 
Funding and Incentives

At a glance
Difenda has been a Microsoft Security

Solutions Partner for over a decade and

holds Advanced Specializations in threat

protection and cloud security. You can now

leverage our experience to help find your

organization Microsoft funding that

satisfies your budget and improves your

Microsoft Security program. 
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We are eager to help our customers navigate the process,

coordinate applications, transact funding opportunities

and Proof of Concept projects. If a funding opportunity is

available we will help find it. 

How do I get access?

Typically, workshops range from 5 to 10 days and Proof of

Concept opportunities from 5 to 15 days depending on the

size of your environment.

How long does it take?

Book a quick call with our cybersecurity experts to discuss

your needs and discover which of these opportunities you

could be eligible for. From there, we start the engagement

process with Microsoft on your behalf!

I'm ready now, whats the next step?

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FUNDING & INCENTIVES
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ECIF: The End Customer Investment Funds (ECIF) program

allows Microsoft to set-aside funding in fiscal budgets to pay for

services to end customers in support of Microsoft products and

solutions. What this really means is that you can get funding for

any of the projects you are looking at implementing with us.

MCI: The Microsoft Commerce Incentives (MCI) program is

designed to help you realize the value of Microsoft security

technologies, gain real value from your investment, and

transform the way you protect your network. 

Security Assessment Workshops: These are specific workshops

delivered by our certified Difenda technical team to help you

determine the best way to implement the Microsoft Security

solutions in your environment. They are designed to provide

resources and skilling so you have the right foundation as you

migrate or modernize your environment. 

From architecture and POC to migration and optimization Microsoft

has funding opportunities to be considered.

Difenda customers may be eligible for one of the following

exclusive opportunities:

*All funding based on availability and customer eligibility 
*If you are a named Microsoft account, this is applicable, this is not guaranteed. 

Enterprise Mobility Suite (EMS)

Windows 10 E5 Security and

Compliance.

Fully Funded Proof of Concept

 

Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF)

funding to help you on your cloud

adoption journey including your

journey to:

Funded Migration to Azure Assistance

resulting in operational cost savings

Funding for Azure test environments

Exclusive Workshops and Technical

Training from Difenda's Microsoft

Security experts

and more!

What you can qualify for:

GET STARTED

phone: 1.866.252.2103

email: sales@difenda.com

difenda.com 

READ THE CASE STUDY

See how this large municipality leveraged

Microsoft funding to deploy Microsoft Cloud

App Security and Identity Protection and

establish a stronger security program.

Download our latest customer win! 
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